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It is true, as is stated in the article, that the 
National Central Library depends upon the Science 
Library for many books and periodicals-in fact the 
value of the co-operation of the Science Library 
cannot be too strongly emphasized-but it is only 
fair to the other scientific libraries and to the National 
Central Library's own stock to point out that last 
year only approximately three per cent of the 
scientific and technical books lent were obtained from 
the Science Library. 

It is suggested that a union catalogue of war-time 
holdings of important foreign periodicals should be 
compiled, but it is not pointed out that, in addition 
to the entries in many printed union and other 
catalogues, the National Central Library has tens of 
thousands of manuscript entries of periodicals in 
British libraries. This information is constantly 
being brought up to date. 

Experience so far suggests that no great difficulty 
is likely to arise in buying current numbers of foreign, 
including German, periodicals through the authorized 
agents. It may not, therefore, be necessary to 
establish "a central body" for this particular purpose. 

As is now well known, the service of the National 
Central Library is available to any person, provided 
that he applies for books through his university, 
public, or other library, and not directly to the 
National Central Library. 

National Central Library, 
Malet Place, 

London, W.C.l. 
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THE services provided to the scientific and technical 
research worker by the National Central Library are 
too well known to need emphasis in the present 
emergency. So far as text-books and pre-war volumes 
of periodicals are concerned, these services will 
doubtless find increasing utilization during the War. 
However, the original editorial more specially con
cerned itself with the supply and use of current 
issues of scientific and technical periodicals, especially 
European publications. The only portions of Colonel 
Newcombe's memorandum that are relative to this 
Rpecific problem are his statements that the entries 
in the National Central Library relating to holdings 
of such periodicals by British libraries are constantly 
being brought up to date, and his optimism con
cerning the facilities for obtaining European period
icals at the present time. 

Regarding the first claim, it may be true that, 
from time to time, the entries relating to holdings of 
periodicals are revised by the libraries concerned, and 
copies of the revisions incorporated in the archives 
at the National Central Library. Nevertheless, it is 
a well-known fact that contributor libraries to union 
catalogues of holdings are exceedingly dilatory in 
communicating information that reflects the defici
encies of their stocks, and this is especially true of 
current volumes. All librarians naturally hope to 
fill any lacunre that arise, and hesitate to revise even 
their own catalogues until the entries are closed up 
finally. It is quite certain that, unless the urge to 
revise entries and betray gaps is stimulated by a 
prospect that the gaps may be filled from some 
'pool', librarians will see no reason to notify the 
National Central Library of the deficiencies in their 
holdings of current volumes. 

As regards Colonel Newcombe's optimism about 
present facilities for purchasing European periodicals, 
it is not irrelevant to point out that already the 
National Central Library has taken the precaution 
of removing its records to a relatively obscure site, 
and has thus provided evidence of a dislocation that 
may have been temporary in some aspects, but is 
permanent in others. It can scarcely be said to have 
facilitated the operations of this particular centre. 
There are, however, many other aspects of this 
problem of supply. Many libraries have closed down; 
many others have seen their periodicals, previously 
obtained by presentation or exchange, come to an 
abrupt termination in the middle of volumes ; most 
libraries have to economize in their purchases. The 
effects of these three factors alone will render the 
National Central Library's union catalogue of 
doubtful efficacy in regard to holdings of current 
issues of European periodicals unless drastic revisions 
are made therein. Finally, we have to consider the 
possible extension of hostilities to include those 
neutral countries that are at the moment serving as 
sources of supply for these periodicals, the effects of 
intensive hostilities at sea, and the possibility that 
sooner or later extensive air-raids over Britain may 
occur: 

THE WRITER OF THE ARTICLE. 

Archceology in the U.S.S.R. 
IT would be a pity if dislike of the Soviet's foreign 

or domestic politics should lead men of science 
to take an unduly gloomy view of the position of 
archreology in Russia1 • Prof. Tallgren's last visit 
to the U.S.S.R.. coincided with mine in 1935, and 
since then many changes have supervened, one may 
hope for the better. For example, in 1936 a new 
periodical, 8ovietBkaya Archeologiya, better printed 
and illustrated than its immediate forerunners, began 
to appear, to make up a little, admittedly inade
quately, for the deficiencies in publication which 
Tallgren deplored. 

The editorial in No. 1 might indeed reinforce his 
apprehensions-"La lutte implacable contre les ecrits 
pseudo-scientifiques fascistes en matiere d'archeologie, 
le devoilement incessant des falsifications fasciste$ 
des faits archeologiques constituent le devoir direct 
des archeologues sovietiques qui edifient Ia veritable 
science objective" ; "La lutte sans merci contra les 
alterations de tout genre du marxisme-leninisme"
and similar sentiments were discouraging. However, 
the introduction to No. 2 is devoted to a repudiation 
of the scholasticism No. l apparently approved, a 
rehabilitation of migrations, the typological method 
and other devices and an elaboration of the theme 
"Les recherches historiques exigent nne etude 
approfondie, methodique et objective des sources 
premieres au lieu que le schematisme corrompmt la 
pensee des historians, les habituant a mepriser les 
faits". 

Far from making a gulf "completely effective 
against Western archreological thought", the Institute 
for the History of Material Culture in the Academy 
of Sciences seems to welcome exchanges with archreo
logical societies in Great Britain and with individuals, 
including the writer. "Gentile", "pre-class", . . . 
may be inconvenient categories ; I doubt if they 
are really more deceptive than the terms "neolithic" 
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